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• A conversation with Professor Rebecca Eisenberg
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• Attorney : Punishment for Abu Ghraib abusers reflects democracy in action
• ACS launches Michigan lawyer chapter
• Climate change from many angles

• Scholars honor James Boyd White
• Certification moves ahead for child ·welfare specialists
• On the subject of torture
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• Celebrating the WTO
• Civil Rights Commission lacks power but has 'big megaphone'
• Edwards: Diversity's time has come
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• The SEC at 70: Time for retirement? It has now been 70 years since Congress
created the SEC and since then it has largely moved beyond the tasks that dominated
much of its early agenda.

- Adam C. Pritchard
• Are the Geneva Conventions out of date? The so-called war on terrorism has
prompted calls for revisions to the 1949 Geneva Conventions on armed conflict and
the 1977 Additional Protocols thereto in order to address terrorist-related warfare,
but I believe that claims for a major reform of international humanitarian law are
premised on a variety of misconceptions of that law.

- Steven R. Ratner
• Detroit Area Study on Financial Services: What?Why? How? For most
of us, our paychecks directly deposited into our bank accounts, writing a check, or
storing our money in an account can be taken for granted. But for most low - and
moderate-income households, the picture is quite different.

- Michael S. Barr
• Representing children: A new national standard. Recently, a national model
of child welfare has emerged through a culmination of federal law and policy and
through national standards of lawyer practice. What was once a provincial practice,
varying considerably from state to state, has increasingly become a national model of
page -+ I

practice.

- Donald N. Duquette and Marvin Ventrell

